LRScaf is faster 300 times for S. cerevisiae and 2,300 times for D. melanogaster. The peak 38 RAM of LRScaf, by contrast, is more efficient than LINKS in our test. For the rice case, the peak RAM of LINKS (877.72 Gb) is about 196 times higher than LRScaf. For the experiment 40 of human assembly, the peak RAM of LINKS is beyond the capacity of system memory (1 Tb) whereas LRScaf takes 20. 28 and 41.20 Gb on CHM1 and NA12878 datasets. 42 With the advent of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies, the genomics community 50 has made significant contributions to de novo assembling genomes. Despite that many studies and tools are aimed at reconstructing NGS data into complete de novo assemblies of genomes, 52 this goal is difficult to achieve because of intrinsic limitation of NGS data, i.e., read lengths are shorter than most of the repetitive sequences [1] . The existence of repeats makes it difficult to 54 reconstruct complete genomes instead of generating a large set of contiguous sequences (contigs) even when the sequencing coverage is high [2] . Thus, attention is focused on the 56 so-called genomic scaffolding procedure, which aims at reducing the number of contigs by using fragments of moderate lengths whose ends are sequenced (double-barreled data) [3, 4] . 58
We develop a scalable and computationally efficient scaffolder, Long Reads Scaffolder (LRScaf), that is capable of boosting assembly contiguity to a large extent using 32 long reads. In our experiment, our method significantly improves the contiguity of human draft assemblies, increasing the NG50 value of CHM1 from 127. The new method, LRScaf, yields the best or at least moderate contiguity and accuracy of scaffolds in the shortest run time compared with the state-of-the-art methods. 44 3 Furthermore, it offers a new opportunity for the hybrid assembly of large genomes. between contigs, and build scaffolds using links information.
Based on the hybrid assembly strategy, AHA [18] was the first standalone hybrid scaffolder 90 and was part of the SMRT analysis software suite. As AHA was designed for small genomes and had limitations on the input data, it was not suitable for large genomes. To ensure that 92 scaffolds were as contiguity as possible, AHA performed 6 iterations by default, thus increasing the run time. SSPACE-LongRead [22] produced the final scaffolds in a single iteration and, 94 therefore, had a significantly shorter run time than AHA. Nevertheless, SSPACE-LongRead had somewhat lower assembly accuracy than AHA. Despite being designed for large 96 eukaryotic genomes, SSPACE-LongRead was unpractical because of its intensive run time.
LINKS [23] opened a new door to build linking information between contigs. The algorithm 98
used the long interval nucleotide K-mer without computational alignment and reads correction step, but its memory usage was a concern. OPERA-LG [24] provided an exact algorithm for 100 large and repeat-rich genomes. Its main limitation was that it required significant mate-pair information to constrain the scaffold graph and report an optimized result. OPERA-LG was not 102 directly designed for TGS data, and to construct scaffold edges and link contigs together into scaffolds, OPERA-LG needed to be modified by simulated and grouped mate-pair relationship 104 information from long reads. Recent studies, such as SMIS (Available from http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smis), npScarf [25] , DBG2OLC [26] and Unicycler [27] , 106 have been reported based on the hybrid assembly strategy. However, these tools have not been thoroughly assessed for different genome sizes, especially large genomes. 108
Here we present a Long Reads Scaffolder (LRScaf) to improve draft genomes using TGS data. The input to LRScaf is given by a set of contigs and their alignments over SMRT or ONT 110 6 long reads. We compare our method with the state-of-the-art tools on real and synthetic datasets.
All the methods tested improve the contiguity of pre-assembled genomes. Our method yields 112 the best assembly metrics and contiguity for pre-assembled genomes of E. coli, S. cerevisiae, D. Fig. 1 ). The SMRT long reads of D. melanogaster were filtered for the FALCON assembler [35] , which resulted in an increased average read length. 184 QUAST [36] was used to assess draft assemblies after the scaffolding procedure. The released version 4.5 of QUAST was failed to assess human assemblies, and, therefore, we used the 186 dev-5.0 version to evaluate the corresponding assembly metrics.
All scaffolders reduce the number of contigs and improve assemblies contiguity (See Table 3 Table 4 ). Because of lack of NGS data, OPERA-LG and Unicycler were excluded from this assessment. For the two small genomes, the ONT 224 long-reads datasets were published in LINKS, including 3 of E. coli (FULL, ALL and RAW datasets with 4.7, 34.0, and 66.5 -fold coverages, respectively) and 2 of S. cerevisiae 226 (NANOCORR and RAW datasets with 43.6 and 198.2 -fold coverages). We used the H. sapiens NA12878 dataset with 35.0-fold coverage as the large genome for this test. The best median 228 and longest length of reads are 6.1 Kb and 1.5 Mb respectively (See Table 1 ). The distributions of read length show that ONT long reads approximate bimodal distributions with a long tail 230 (See Suppl. Fig. 2 ). The median length of ONT reads is approximately equal to that of SMRT, but the longest length of ONT reads is significantly longer than that of SMRT datasets. QUAST 232 (Version 4.5) was used to assess draft assemblies and scaffolded assemblies for E. coli and S. cerevisiae. And QUAST (Dev-5.0 version) was used to evaluate the corresponding assembly 234 metrics for H. sapiens.
All scaffolders decrease the number of contigs and improve genome contiguity (See Table 4 ). 236
The number of contigs for the E. coli draft assemblies is 69 with an NG50 value of 179.7 Kb. respectively), and SMIS produces the best NA50 value (250.7 Kb). The npScarf scaffolder also produces the best metrics (NG50: 578.3 Kb, NA50: 250.0 Kb, and the longest sequencing 1.6 248 Mb) for the RAW dataset. For the NA12878 dataset, LRScaf with minimap2 significantly improves the contiguity of the draft assemblies and yields the best NG50 and NA50 values 250 (17.4 Mb and 13.6 Mb, respectively). LRScaf with BLASR produces the longest sequence (71.6 Mb). All the other scaffolders are similar to the assessment using the PacBio dataset and 252 exceed either the time limit (3 weeks) or the memory capacity of system (1 Tb). In addition, DBG2OLC is not successful to scaffold draft assemblies generated by DISCOVAR. This is as 254 expected where DBG2OLC is recommended to use SparseAssembler as its NGS Assembler for hybrid assembly. Compared with the results obtained using the SMRT datasets, none of the 256 scaffolders could assemble E. coli into a single chromosome and the contiguity of S. cerevisiae is more fragmented. Although all scaffolders show certain improvement in our experiment, the 258 application of the ONT data is still challenging. A recent study showed that the NA12878 genome was assembled with an NG50 value of about 6.5 Mb using pure 35-fold ONT data [6] . 260
Our experiments, however, show that it is possible to significantly improve assembly contiguity LRScaf supports BLASR. Nevertheless, it also supports a faster TGS mapper minimap (Versions 1 and 2), which enables a significant reduction for the total run time of the scaffolding 274 procedure. LRScaf is the fastest scaffolder for all the cases using SMRT long reads. LRScaf reduces the run time more than 300 times compared with SSPACE-LongRead and more than 276 3,900 times compared with Unicycler for S. cerevisiae (See Table 3 ). As the genome gets larger, the advantage of shorter run time becomes more important. In D. melanogaster, LRScaf is 278 2,300 times faster than SSPACE-LongRead and 2,550 times faster than SMIS. In O. sativa, LRScaf is 1,276 times faster than SIMS. We have no number on how much LRScaf is faster 280 than SSPACE-LongRead because the latter exceeds the time limit (3 weeks). For H. sapiens,
SSPACE-LongRead, SMIS, and npScarf exceed the time limit (3 weeks). For the ONT datasets, 282
LRScaf is also the fastest scaffolder. LRScaf is more than 131 times faster than SSPACE-LongRead on the FULL dataset for E. coli. As the dataset grows larger, the advantage 284 becomes more significant. LRScaf is 714 times faster on the ALL dataset for E. coli, 603 times faster on the RAW dataset for E. coli, and 1,408 times on the RAW dataset for S. cerevisiae than 286 SSPACE-LongRead. LINKS skips the all-to-all alignment step and is faster than SSPACE-LongRead in all cases. Nevertheless, the memory usage of LINKS is of concern and it 288 might be alleviated by further improvement of the data-structure. Although the peak RAM usage for LRScaf is higher than that of OPERA-LG on small genomes, our experiments show 290 that the memory usage of LRScaf is practical even for large and complex genomes where the peak RAM for LRScaf is not over 30 Gb on CHM1 PacBio dataset and 80 Gb on NA12878 292
ONT dataset.
Reducing the number of misassemblies is important because misassemblies are likely 294 misinterpreted as true genetic variations [38, 39] . For the SMRT datasets, SSPACE-LongRead and LRScaf yield the fewest number of misassemblies (1) among the scaffolders based on draft 296 assemblies for E. coli generated by SOAPdenovo2 (See Suppl. Table 2 ). Unicycler produces the fewest number of misassemblies for E. coli (1) and S. cerevisiae (17) based on draft assemblies 298 constructed by SPAdes where LINKS and npScarf yields the maximum number of misassemblies for E. coli (13) and S. cerevisiae (105) respectively (See Table 3 ). LRScaf yields 300 the fewest number of misassemblies for D. melanogaster (15) In this work, we present a novel program for scaffolding draft assemblies using noisy TGS long 320 reads information and compare our algorithm with the previous methods. The majority of the draft assemblies constructed using NGS data is fragmented and influenced by repeats. The 322 disadvantage of long reads is that they contain significantly more errors than first-and secondgeneration sequencing technologies. Nevertheless, we successfully use long reads to build links 324 between contigs, overcome repetitive regions, and improve genome contiguity. We propose a new strategy to filter inaccurate alignments so that these false alignments do not propagate 326 through the scaffolding process. For the assessments on SMRT long-read datasets covering 5 organisms, our method shows significant improvements over the state-of-the-art scaffolders. 328
The primary benefits of LRScaf over these scaffolders are that it yields the fewer number of misassemblies and reduces the run time, yet it retains the best or, at least, average assembly 330 16 metrics. These improvements are especially useful for large and complex genomes. For the assessments on ONT long-read datasets for 3 organisms, our method shows significant 332 improvements over the previous algorithms. Our method keeps the best or, at least, average assembly metrics and the shortest run time. In addition, our method has the fewest number of 334 misassemblies in most of the cases. As studied genomes keep getting larger and more complex, the run time and the memory usage for the analysis software are becoming increasingly 336 important to biologists and bioinformaticians. Our method is designed with reduction of the run time and the memory usage in mind and is, thus, much faster than other scaffolders and requires 338 only moderate memory usage. Identification of misassembled contigs is also important, however, because any misassembled sequences are propagated into the next step during 340 biological analysis. Most state-of-the-art scaffolders lack functions for identification of misassembled contigs. In addition, misassemblies might be introduced during the scaffolding 342 procedure. Consequently, to limit the number of misassembled scaffolds, our method incorporates a validation algorithm that checks the links information between contigs. As 344 checking and correcting misassemblies from draft assemblies is important, we are planning to use long read information to achieve and integrate these functions in a future version of 346
LRScaf.
In the past decade, worldwide collaboration has led to several projects, aiming at improving 348 the understanding of species biology and evolution. Examples of such projects are the i5k [40] , which provides the genomes of 5,000 species of insects, and the Bird 10,000 Genomes (B10K) 350
[41]. However, a substantial fraction of genomes with short contiguity hinder downstream analysis. Our result shows that TGS data is capable of effectively improving draft assemblies 352 The high error rate is a serious disadvantage of TGS long reads. Thus, a large fraction of the alignments is incorrect and needs to be filtered out. We developed a validation model to validate 364 each alignment (See Figure 1) . The model partitioned each long read into three regions (R1, R2, and R3) separated by two points (P1 and P2). Considered the alignment start (S) and end (E) 366 loci in the contig, there were six different combination sets in R, i.e.,
. We also defined the distal length of a contig to the start or end alignment loci as the over-hang length of the contig. Taken both the alignment region and the over-hang 370 length into account, the valid alignment satisfied: 1) (S in R1, E in R1) with the right over-hang length not exceeding the constraints; 2) (S in R1, E in R2) with the right over-hang length not 372 exceeding the constraints; 3) (S in R2, E in R2) with the two end over-hang length not exceeding the constraints; 4) (S in R2, E in R3) with the left over-hang length not exceeding the 374 constraints; 5) (S in R3, E in R3) with the left over-hang length not exceeding the constraints.
An alignment was filtered out if a long read was entirely covered by a contig (S in R1, E in R3), 376
i.e., the contig contained the long read. After this procedure, the remaining alignments were considered to be valid for the scaffolding procedure. 378
Repetitive sequences complicate the genome assembly. Thus, such sequences were masked in our approach. First, based on the uniform coverage of TGS data, we identified and removed 382 repeats by the coverage of reads. In the calculation of reads coverage, long reads that covered the entire contig were counted. Then we computed the mean coverage and the standard 384 deviation among the set of contigs. Any contig coverage that was larger than the threshold coverage, which was set to
, was considered to be a repeat and the 386 corresponding contig was removed from the next step of the analysis. 
, it was considered to be abnormal and the linking information was removed. Any long reads linking a contig to itself at 398 different loci were also removed. After validating two constraints on links between contigs, we introduced an edge to represent a bundle of links that jointed two contigs using quadruple 400 with the reversed strand of the second contig, (-, +) joining the reversed strand of the first contig with the forward strand of the second contig, and (-, -) joining the reversed strands of both 414 contigs. After the edges-construction step, we accounted for the majority of the sequencing errors by removing all the edges that had a lower number of long reads than the threshold value. 416
Once the edges were cleaned and filtered, we constructed an assembly graph G. We only added an edge to G if neither of the two nodes comprising the edge was present in G. In some cases, G 418 contained some edges of transitive reduction, error-prone and tips. Thus, such edges were deleted and we got the final scaffold graph which we used for further analysis. 420
After the repeats identification and the graph simplification steps, most of the contigs were connected in linear stretches on the assembly graph. There were, however, some complex 424 regions that required addition manipulation. We referred to a contig as a divergent node if it linked more than two nodes in the graph (Figure 3 ). We searched for unique nodes at the end of 426 this complex region and got through this region if there were any long reads that joined two unique nodes. Otherwise, we stopped travelling the graph in the forward direction and switched 428 to the reverse direction. Similarly, the search along the reverse direction of the graph stopped at the end of a linear stretch or at a divergent node. The process was then repeated using an 430 unvisited node as the starting node. The procedure ended after traversing all the unvisited and unique nodes in the graph and outputted all linear paths. Finally, the gap-size between contigs 432 was calculated. If the gap-size value was negative, the contigs were merged into a combined contig, and if the value was positive, a gap was inserted between the contigs (a gap was 434 represented by one or more undefined 'N' nucleotides, depending on gap-size).
D a t a s e t s
All tested data were downloaded from published and released datasets (See Table 1 using SOAPdenovo2 taking genome size and contiguity into account. We use two subroutines for E. coli: 1) pregraph with -k 51 and -R parameters and 2) contig with -R parameter. We 456 used two similar subroutines for S. cerevisiae: 1) pregraph with -k 29 and -R parameters and 2) contig with -R parameter. The draft assemblies for D. melanogaster was also constructed 458 using two subroutines: 1) pregraph with -k 61 and -R parameters and 2) contig with -R parameter. For O. sativa, we used the subroutine all with -K 63 -p 24 -d 1 -R -F. The two 460 small genomes (E. coli and S. cerevisiae) were also assembled by SPAdes with the "careful" parameter. To assess the performances between LINKS and the other scaffolders on the ONT 22 long read, the draft assemblies for E. coli and S. cerevisiae were referred to LINKS. The H. TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  LINKS  MLE   c   MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  SMIS  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  npScarf  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  DBG2OLC 3,932 1. Note: a is not available. b means that the run time is exceeded 3 weeks' time limit. c means that the memory usage is exceeded the capacity of system (1TB). d the assembly metrics are computed by QUAST_dev_5.0. The best genomic assembly metrics are highlighted in Bold. TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE   LINKS  MLE   d   MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  MLE  SMIS  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  npScarf  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  TLE  DBG2OLC  10 Note: a refers to LINKS dataset; b is not available. c means the run time is exceedd 3 weeks' time limit. d means that the memory usage is exceeded the capacity of system (1TB).
